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SOME PROBLEMS IN THE ACTUAL INSTALLATION 
OF COST SYSTEMS
Many books have been written on the subject of cost account­
ing, but generally the chief object has been to establish fixed 
principles, describe various forms and methods in considerable 
detail, and to set forth the many reasons why every manufacturer 
should have a good cost accounting practice.
This article will forego all such discussion, and will be con­
fined to an outline of the more important problems that must be 
solved during the installation of a cost system, and of the factors 
that should be considered in arriving at the solution of those 
problems.
Many cost systems have failed to accomplish the desired 
results because they were installed without an adequate concep­
tion of the problems involved or the factors that should have 
been considered. It is possible, therefore, that this brief discus­
sion of this question may prove helpful to some of those con­
cerned with the installation and operation of cost systems. The 
suggestions should be equally helpful to the professional and to 
the cost accountant directly employed in the factory concerned.
Specific Reason for New  Methods
It may be taken for granted that in every factory some 
records already exist from which certain cost estimates or approx­
imations have been made. Such methods as already exist may, 
and frequently do, require as much work to operate as the pro­
posed methods; but the working out of the new plan, with the 
attending difficulties of changing from old to new methods, will 
necessarily entail some expense, perhaps a great deal. Therefore, 
there must be some very good reason to justify the management 
in authorizing this change, and it is the first duty of the cost 
accountant to find out what those reasons are and to give consid­3
erable study to them, if the new methods are to produce the 
desired results. The chief consideration is to know just what 
facts the management need to have set forth to assist them in 
determining policies.
It may be that better cost information is desired because 
competition has become more keen, and there must be more accu­
rate knowledge of the cost of different articles and lines manu­
factured. The chief reason may be that waste and extravagance 
and perhaps even dishonesty have become the rule, and the man­
agement wishes to establish a close check on the performance of 
individuals in this respect. It may be that physical inventories 
have shown up large shrinkages from the values supposed to 
be on hand and a better control is desired; it may be that the 
present practice is generally sound but is not tied in with the 
general books, and for financial reasons it is desirable to have 
an accurate balance sheet and operating statement each month; 
or it may be a combination of any or all of the above reasons.
It is not within the premise of this article to attempt to 
lay down any definite rules to follow in any particular case, 
except possibly in a few instances where there can hardly be 
any question of the procedure to follow. Local conditions neces­
sarily have an important bearing on any situation, and there are 
so many governing factors of varying degrees of importance that 
each individual case can be decided only on its merits, after all 
of the factors have been brought out. This article will attempt 
to point out what those governing factors are.
E ngineering and A ccounting Phases
There would seem to be no doubt that the cost records should 
be thoroughly “tied in” with the general books. You want either 
cost facts or cost estimates, and there can be no cost facts unless 
a definite and complete control is established between the general 
books and the cost records.
Starting from this point, it can readily be seen that there 
are two different phases to every cost practice. One is the cost 
construction or engineering phase, which establishes the founda­
tion and develops the necessary cost information bringing the work 
up to the point of contact with the accounting records; the other 
is the accounting phase which takes the cost data and so inter­
prets it through the accounts that the factory executives are given4
accurate information regarding all factory activities which they 
wish to have presented to them, and the financial and sales execu­
tives are presented with correct statements of financial condition 
and trading loss and gain as well as adequate statistics of sales, 
costs, and expenses by various classifications.
Importance of Proper Production Methods
It may be well to state at the outset that a satisfactory 
cost system must be built up from the factory, not down from 
the accounts; the problem must be approached primarily from a 
manufacturing and production and not from an accounting point 
of view. There must be an adequate conception of the relation 
of all manufacturing functions, both direct and auxiliary. Then, 
too, proper production and inventory control should be estab­
lished either before the cost practice is established or at least con­
currently.
Any cost system is only as good as the foundation on which 
it is built, and without proper control of inventories, manufac­
turing schedules and operations, and also some means of knowing 
that the basic records are dependable, the cost figures will be 
unreliable and may be misleading. Too little attention has been 
paid to this phase of the problem, and as a result many cost sys­
tems fall short of expectations in many respects. The costs of 
operation show surprising variations, for which there is no satis­
factory explanation, and though inventory records may be in exact 
agreement with the control accounts, the materials in the stock- 
room have a disagreeable habit of falling short of the amounts 
called for on the records, and that means inventory adjustments 
which disturb any cost calculations.
There is much more to the problem than that of simple debits 
and credits. Of what use is it to know that costs are high, if at 
the same time the figures do not indicate where and why ? Control 
of work in process is a comparatively easy matter, if there is 
proper production control, and work flows in an orderly way 
through the several operations; but it is a very different matter 
when there is no production control, when goods are diverted 
from one order to another without proper record, when deliveries 
from one operation to another or to finished goods are not prop­
erly identified, or when spoiled or defective work is not correctly 
accounted for because of lack of proper inspection.
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Perpetual Inventories
Perpetual inventory records are valuable for cost accounting 
purposes, but that is perhaps the least important of their func­
tions; nor is the utmost value obtained from these records if 
they show only quantities received, issued, and on hand. Unless 
they show requirements to meet sales schedules, quantities appor­
tioned to orders and available for further orders, and maximum 
and minimum limits which will meet manufacturing schedules, 
and yet keep the investment in inventories at a low figure, when 
operations are on such a scale that the information is necessary, 
they are not giving full value for money expended. The addi­
tional information requires little extra effort beyond that neces­
sary to keep records of receipts and disbursements and to keep 
them in agreement with the accounts, yet in many cases it can 
be made almost invaluable to the manufacturer. The investment 
in inventories can frequently be cut down to a considerable extent 
by the proper use of perpetual inventory records, and the accu­
mulation of obsolete materials can be prevented.
It should be kept constantly in mind that a cost system is 
only a measure by which the operating results and the efficiency 
of the factory are gauged, and unless the manufacturing and 
production and planning problems are given due consideration and 
proper recognition, the costs will fail to indicate where it may be 
possible to effect economies, and will also fail to show the effect­
iveness of methods that were started in the expectation of reducing 
costs.
K ind of Costs Best Fitted to the Business
Assuming then that the production methods are sound, and 
that the work is properly planned and scheduled, or at least that 
steps have been taken to have proper methods started concur­
rently with, if not before, the actual starting of the cost practice, 
we may next take up the very important question of what kind 
of costs is best fitted to the business under consideration— order 
costs, process costs, or a combination of these two, with or without 
scheduled or standard costs used in connection with any of these 
plans.
During the course of many investigations the writer has fre­
quently felt that proper consideration has not been given to this 
question. Sometimes the cost practice was established on the pro­
duction methods which already existed, without giving thought6
as to whether or not those methods were designed to give the 
best results, and order cost systems were established where the 
cost of an individual order is of little or no value. Conversely, 
process costs have been established where order costs would serve 
the purpose better and where the inventory control of work in 
process would be more accurate.
The accountant will do well therefore to give a great deal of 
consideration to this question. If the manufacturer is engaged in 
a purely jobbing or contract business, there will be little choice 
but to establish order costs, but even where each order calls for 
something special, it frequently happens that the same materials 
are used and operations are the same up to a certain point, where 
a slight change has to be made to meet the particular require­
ments. For example, there may be many articles which will go 
through the same operations and be made on the same machines, 
with only slight differences in finish. Yet the materials must be 
kept entirely separate and cannot be confused with materials for 
another order, and therefore each order must be handled sepa­
rately. Furthermore, it may be worth while to get order costs 
so as to obtain the relative cost of running a small order as against 
a large order, and to find out just where the size of the order 
ceases to have any appreciable effect on the unit cost.
A paper mill may have a variety of product, but operate only 
one paper machine, so that for that operation at least it might 
seem necessary to know only the total cost and total pounds pro­
duced, regardless of weight or color. Yet most paper mills find 
it worth while to get the cost of each order or run, if only for 
the purpose of determining the cost of handling short runs as 
against long runs.
In most cases it is undoubtedly easier to establish an accurate 
control of work in process through the use of order costs than 
through process costs, but it is not always possible to report mate­
rial, labor or burden charges against definite orders or quantities, 
and even if possible it frequently costs more to get this record 
than the increased accuracy is worth.
If comparatively few articles are made and these are run 
practically continuously, then process costs will probably be the 
choice. As a mater of fact, it will probably be found that even 
where the order cost practice is established as the basis, there 
will be certain operations where it is necessary to obtain a process7
cost. That is, there will be certain operations where it is not pos­
sible to keep a record by orders of the material or labor, or burden, 
or perhaps any one of these three elements.
With either the order cost or process cost plan, it frequently 
is desirable to use scheduled costs. That means predetermining 
the standard cost of each article for material, labor, or burden 
and sometimes for all three of these items, and establishing the 
records so that there may be a comparison of actual performance 
with the standard, revising the standards when necessary.
This plan may frequently be used to advantage with order 
costs, and is nearly always used in connection with process costs. 
In fact it is exceptional when schedules or standards are not 
established for process costs, but cases do exist where it is not 
practicable, even if it is possible. The plan has the advantage 
of eliminating fluctuating unit costs from finished parts and fin­
ished goods inventories, and the very practical additional advan­
tage of establishing a standard based on normal manufacturing 
conditions, which is the cost to be considered in fixing selling 
prices.
If the accountant will carefully consider all of the foregoing 
before deciding what kind of costs will be calculated, and in 
addition will consider how finished goods inventories are to be 
valued and sales costed, whether selling prices must be established 
long before manufacture or after, and whether they are estab­
lished by lines rather than by individual articles, he can hardly 
go wrong in his decision.
Burden Centers
It is not necessary to point out that in any cost plan one of 
the most important things is to establish proper burden centers 
and rates, or to do what is technically known as developing the 
burden. There will be some advantage in having this done, or at 
least started, first, because this work necessarily requires consid­
erable study of the various operations performed, and will bring 
to light many important factors which have a bearing on the 
method of compiling costs.
One of the first steps therefore is to divide the factory into 
production or burden centers, not necessarily according to physical 
conditions, though some attention will necessarily be paid to super- 
visional divisions, but according to operations or functions per­8
formed. This is a phase of the work which requires careful 
study, as much depends upon the proper division of the factory. 
To consider the whole factory as one center, and to have only 
one burden rate, is no more to be condemned than to go to the 
other extreme and calculate a separate rate for every machine 
and work place in the factory. The latter method might seem to 
give absolutely accurate figures, but when we consider that under 
the best conditions many items of burden are estimated, at least 
as far as their distribution to centers or machines is concerned, 
that we are bound to have machines performing similar operations 
whose calculated burden rates will vary by only a few cents, and 
that frequently this difference of a few cents an hour in the rates 
can hardly be detected in the cost of the finished product, we 
must realize that this attempt at increased accuracy can easily 
cost more than it is worth.
It is unsafe to combine under one rate machines performing 
entirely different operations, unless they are machines that always 
work together as one unit, because something may easily happen 
to upset this arrangement. A revision of rates then becomes nec­
essary, and it should be the object of any burden development to 
establish rates that will stand with as little and as infrequent re­
vision as possible.
Burden Distribution
We now come to the question of how the various expenses of 
the business are to be distributed to the centers into which the 
factory has been divided, and also of how the burden of these 
centers is to be applied to the cost of the product as it passes 
through them. There is little difference of opinion regarding 
methods of calculating material and labor costs in any industry, 
and such differences as do exist relate to questions of the degree 
of refinement that is worth while rather than to questions of 
principle. When we get to the question of distribution and appli­
cation of burden, however, we encounter marked differences of 
opinion as to methods to be followed, and even when there is an 
agreement as to methods there is always the question of whether 
it is worth while, because of the possible extra expense, to follow 
the procedure that is accepted as technically correct.
As between any two methods or bases for distribution of ex­
penses to burden centers the accountant will of course have to 
form his own opinion, and the important thing is that he know9
what considerations should influence his decision and appreciate 
the extent to which the amounts involved may affect final costs. 
In the following paragraphs we will consider briefly some of the 
questions that should be raised before deciding on the basis of 
distribution.
Rental Charge
Assume that a manufacturer has a plant that consists of a 
group of buildings of varying types of construction, built at dif­
ferent periods to accommodate the expansion of the business. One 
or two of them may have been constructed to accommodate a 
particular operation or function, such as a power house, ware­
house or foundry. The others are ordinary factory buildings, 
built to house the various manufacturing operations. It is prob­
ably correct in theory to calculate a rental charge separately for 
each building, because one building actually costs more per square 
foot than the other, but is any practical purpose served by show­
ing the rental cost per square foot to be greater in one building 
than another, when the only reason for an operation’s being in 
one building rather than another is because it happened to be 
started there, or because that is the proper location with refer­
ence to preceding and succeeding operations? The manufacturer 
would not think of moving an operation to another building 
simply because his rental charge was less in that building— 
there would certainly have to be a stronger reason than that.
On the other hand, is one floor of a building worth more than 
another? All floors of loft buildings which are rented to manu­
facturers are not rented at the same price, but light, elevator 
service, and accessibility to customers and employees have more 
to do with this than the usefulness of the space itself for the par­
ticular operations. We frequently find basements that are damp, 
dark, low-posted, almost useless for manufacturing but convenient, 
or at least useful, for storage space.
Machinery and E quipment Factor
There is hardly any question as to the basis of distribution 
of the fixed charges on machinery and equipment; since the charges 
are based on value, they would naturally be distributed in propor­
tion to value. The difficulty will probably come in determining a 
proper classification of machinery and equipment items in the first 
place, and in determining the allocation of these items to centers.10
This will have little, if any, effect on the final costs, however, and is 
not worth a great deal of study.
Power
There is not much question about the distribution of power, 
except that some cost men make two charges, one for the fixed 
charges on the power transmission equipment and the other for 
the current itself. In this way there would be a charge to each 
burden center, each period, representing the cost of the power 
transmission equipment necessary to fulfill the needs of that de­
partment, but the charge for the current itself would vary with 
the actual power consumption. That refinement would probably 
pay in departments where the power was a very important factor 
of cost, but it presupposes that the actual consumption of power 
in a department is determined from meter readings, or else cal­
culated on the basis of the rated horse-power of the machines and 
the actual hours operated. There is also the further question of 
whether the current should be charged to the department at a 
fixed rate, the power plant showing an underearned or overearned 
burden, or the total expense of the power plant distributed on a 
percentage basis, or on the basis of a calculation of the exact 
horse-power hour cost for each period.
Steam and Heat
The problem of steam distribution presents about the same 
problems as power distribution, except that when we come to the 
distribution of steam used for heating purposes, or rather to the 
distribution of heat, we encounter several additional problems. 
These have been treated rather slightingly by many cost account­
ants, on the theory that since buildings are frequently heated by 
exhaust steam from the engine, the heating really costs little or 
nothing. A more careful study of this question will reveal that 
this theory is not correct, and that heat may be a very important 
factor. The cost can be quite accurately ascertained if one wishes 
to take the trouble. One method is to assume that the excess of 
coal used in the winter months over the summer months repre­
sents the coal required for heating purposes only; another is to 
determine the cost by scientific tests of the cost of reheating the 
steam returned from the heating system. It must be recognized, 
however, that all areas are not heated uniformly. Storage depart­
ments may be little used and therefore require little heat, and11
other departments using furnaces and ovens for their processes 
furnish all the heat required. It is reasonable that a department 
should benefit by the fact that its operations require an oven or 
a furnace which gives out all of the heat required, but is that true 
of another department that happens to be located near these ovens' 
or furnaces? For example, there are cases where whole floors, 
occupied by several departments, require no further heating than 
they get from furnaces, ovens, and muffles, located on the floor 
below.
The cost accountant may consider the area of the depart­
ments heated and use that as a basis for distribution, or he may 
think it worth while to ascertain the area of the radiation surface 
in each department.
Light
In considering the distribution of lighting expense, one method 
is to count the number of lamps in each department and to consider 
their wattage and the number of hours they are used, in order to 
arrive at the cost of lighting the various departments. No one 
will dispute that that is the correct method of calculating the 
actual cost of lighting any particular area, but is there any reason 
why one operation should be penalized because it happens to have 
been located on the first floor of a building where daylight is shut 
off by adjacent buildings, instead of on the top floor where there 
is plenty of daylight from all four sides? On the other hand, the 
operation may be one that requires close work and therefore a 
good deal of light, or it may be exactly the opposite. Further­
more, the total cost of light is a very small factor of burden in 
most instances, and the difference between a correct and estimated 
distribution will hardly be detected in the cost.
Repairs
The distribution of repairs offers no particular difficulty ex­
cept that these repairs are apt to be somewhat intermittent. Some 
accountants estimate the total cost of repairs for the year and 
charge each department with a proportion of this charge each 
period, debiting the actual cost of repairs against the estimate or 
reserve. This plan certainly has an advantage when extraordi­
nary repairs are required infrequently but cost considerable money.
Another question is whether the charge on a repair job should 
be the wages paid the man actually employed, to which will be12
added the proper burden rate, or whether all repair work should 
be charged for at a uniform rate per hour, including labor and 
burden, regardless of the wage rate of the man actually employed 
on the job. Unless the nature of the repairs is such that they 
require the services of a particular individual, skilled in that kind 
of work and earning a certain scale of wages, the method of using 
one rate of labor and burden has a good deal to recommend it. 
It is the basis of charging for repairs done by outsiders.
Direct Charges
Fortunately there are certain burden items that can be charged 
direct to the centers as the expense is incurred and therefore pre­
sent no problem of distribution. Indirect labor, supplies, com­
pensation insurance, and the like, are in this class. These factors 
require no discussion.
General Burden Items
There are a number of burden items, however, which are 
not so readily disposed of, because they can neither be charged 
direct from an analysis of the payroll or from requisitions, as 
can indirect labor and supplies, nor is there any accurate or scien­
tific basis of distribution available as there is for steam, power, 
heat, or light. We refer to such factors as shop transportation, 
and shop administration. The latter item may be analyzed into 
superintendence, production and costs, industrial relations, and 
other subdivisions which are of sufficient importance to be shown 
separately.
Such factors constitute a general burden, which must be in­
cluded in costs, but which in too many cases has not been given 
the study and consideration that it deserves. Its importance is 
apparent when we consider that the total amount of these general 
burden items usually forms a very large portion of the total bur­
den of the plant.
Shop Transportation
Shop transportation presents difficulties of distribution only 
when there is a department or certain equipment used by all or 
several centers. In many small factories where the material is 
not particularly heavy, each department delivers its product to 
the next department with its own operating force, and therefore 
shop transportation becomes a direct charge to the center served.
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Where there is an industrial railway, overhead traveling cranes, 
or a special force organized to transport materials all over the 
shop, the problem is not so simple. The class of labor used in 
this work is frequently such that it is difficult to get accurate 
records on which to base a distribution, but tests can be made 
which should give the cost accountant sufficient data to make a 
distribution accurate enough for all practical purposes. In ana­
lyzing the results of these tests he should consider the following 
questions: Are all materials handled of a comparatively uniform 
weight and bulk, and can they all be handled with the same trans­
portation equipment? Is all material handled the same number 
of times? The cost accountant will also have to decide whether 
the interests of true costs will be best served by adding the cost 
of shop transportation to the completed cost of the article on some 
common basis (probably weight or number of pieces) or whether 
the cost of operating the transportation department had better 
be redistributed to the various centers in proportion to the service 
rendered. With a fairly uniform product all going through the 
same operations the first method will be simpler and sufficiently 
accurate. With a diversified product where some items are handled 
more times and at a greater cost than others, the second plan will 
probably be followed, if the total cost of shop transportation is 
an item of sufficient importance.
Shop A dministration
Shop Administration, including as it may, superintendence, 
production, cost, timekeeping, industrial relations or personnel 
work, first aid, and such activities, presents one of the most dif­
ficult problems of distribution with which the cost accountant 
has to contend. These activities are organized for the benefit of 
the factory as a whole and frequently they form a very consider­
able portion of the total expense, yet because of their nature they 
offer no scientific basis of distribution to other centers, or for 
addition to the cost of the completed article.
Where this problem has been given study, the three most 
common methods or bases of distribution have been, (1) per­
centage of productive labor in the several departments; (2) pro­
ductive hours; (3) number of employees; with perhaps the ma­
jority favoring the last method. It is doubtful whether any one 
of these methods will stand the test of scientific analysis applied 
to all the items making up the shop administration expense, and14
to all the kinds of service rendered by them. Obviously, the only 
way to obtain reasonably accurate results is to analyze the various 
items and consider each one individually, the final basis of dis­
tribution of the total expense reflecting the relation of each of 
the items to the several centers.
Shop superintendence, for example, which includes the wages 
of the superintendent himself and of the clerks who may be directly 
connected with his office and the accompanying expenses, is per­
haps the most difficult item of all. Divisions like production, cost, 
and timekeeping, are much simpler to analyze, but it is not wise to 
make snap judgments even for them if one wishes accurate results.
For example, it might seem offhand that the activities and 
the expense of the timekeeping department, which is almost en­
tirely clerical hire, should be governed by the number of employees 
in the shop. It is generally true that with a factory and a time­
keeping department fairly well established a general expansion 
of the business with an increase in the number of employees in 
all departments will call for a corresponding and proportionate 
increase in the timekeeping department, but when we consider 
distributing that charge to the various departments we have to 
take into account the kind of detail work which the timekeeping 
department has to do and the records they have to handle. For 
instance, in extending the wages on job tickets we may have a 
department of one hundred employees averaging not more than 
one order, and therefore not more than one job ticket, for an 
employee per day. On the other hand we may have a department 
of fifty employees averaging at least five changes of orders or 
operations per day calling for at least five job tickts per man, 
which means that the detailed records from this department which 
the timekeepers have to handle are two and one-half times as 
many as from the department of one hundred employees.
Furthermore in some departments labor is part of the burden 
rate, and is charged direct to the center, and no records of actual 
labor on orders are necessary. There may be rather elaborate and 
complicated bonus systems in certain departments and some de­
partments operate on piece work while others are on a day work 
basis. All of these circumstances affect the work of the time­
keeping department and should be considered in prorating its 
expense to the other departments.
The production and cost divisions and the personnel and first15
aid departments, offer similar problems of analysis. In all of these 
divisions, by far the largest item of expense is clerical hire, and 
therefore it is important to analyze the work of the several clerks.
Relative Importance of Different Items
In all of these problems of distribution the cost accountant 
must first consider the relative importance in the final cost figures 
of these general burden items, and the error that might be caused 
by an inaccurate distribution of this expense.
It is a common criticism of cost accountants that they spend 
too much time in working out elaborate distributions of expenses 
which are unimportant in themselves and which do not permit of 
an accurate distribution. Undoubtedly some of that criticism is 
deserved, but it should also be remembered that once the basis for 
distribution has been worked out, it can generally continue in use 
for some time. The rates may remain unchanged for a year or 
longer because the relation of the services of these shop adminis­
tration departments to the other departments does not change 
materially except when new activities are taken on or discontinued.
Burden A pplication
We now come to the very important question of how the burden 
which has been distributed to the centers engaged in the manu­
acture of the product shall be applied to that product. There are 
four rather widely used methods or bases, viz., the machine-hour 
rate, man-hour rate, the process or unit-of-product rate, and the 
percentage-of-direct-labor rate.
Machine and Man -Hour
The machine-hour and man-hour bases are operated in prac­
tically the same way, and in deciding upon which of these two 
methods to use the cost accountant should consider what is the 
dominant or controlling factor in production. If he accepts the 
theory that the hour basis is correct, then if the machine controls 
the production and the man simply operates the machine, the 
machine-hour basis will probably be used. In assembly depart­
ments, or where the operation is performed by hand, or where the 
machines used by different workmen are very similar, a man-hour 
rate will be used. Even where the machine-hour basis is accepted 
as the correct plan, if one man operates the machine, the record of
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his time will in most cases be the same as the machine time. In 
many cases, however, one workman will operate four or five ma­
chines and in other instances it takes two or three men to operate 
one machine in such cases there will be no choice but to use the 
machine-hour basis, and unless labor is paid piece work, or there 
is some particular reason for keeping labor costs separate from 
burden, labor will probably be included as part of the burden and 
all covered in one rate per hour for the machine.
In some cases where one operator handles several machines, 
the wages of this operator are prorated to the orders on the basis 
of the production of the various machines. Before subscribing to 
such a plan the cost accountant should consider the work involved 
in prorating the labor, and decide whether the results are as 
accurate as those obtained by considering the labor as part of the 
total machine cost and including it in the one machine rate.
Process Rate
The process rate is used where it is not possible or practicable 
to get either man or machine time by jobs or kinds of work. The 
burden is then applied on the basis of a unit of product, such as 
pounds, or feet.
Percentage of Direct Labor
The fourth method of applying burden as a percentage of 
direct labor has been rather extensively used, particularly in fac­
tories where labor is paid largely on a piece work basis, probably 
because of its simplicity rather than its accuracy. The advocates 
of this method generally admit that it is not scientifically correct, 
but claim that it is sufficiently accurate under the particular con­
ditions where it is employed, or where they have used i t ; in other 
words, that when reduced to an hourly basis the wage rates in the 
department are practically uniform for all employees, so that the 
burden is applied in substantially the same ratio as it would be if 
the hour rate were used. The cost accountant will of course want 
to be sure that no important error in costs will be introduced if this 
basis of burden application is used. He should also have in mind 
that while conditions at the time of making these tests or calcula­
tions may be such that the percentage-of-direct-labor basis will give 
approximately accurate results, these conditions are never stable. 
Even if piece work rates or basic wage rates do not change, the 
personnel in a department changes, new employees are usually paid17
a lower hourly rate than old employees, even though doing the same 
work and with just as much skill; and piece work and bonus rates 
have never yet been so accurately established that an individual 
employee makes the same hourly rate on each different operation. 
That being the case, it is evident that the product is not charged 
with burden in proportion to the time it is in the department, 
although most, if not all burden factors are proportionate to the 
time element.
General A dministrative Expenses
We have now covered, in a very broad and general way, the 
items of manufacturing cost, or the expenses that are incident to 
placing the goods in finished goods storage or on the shipping 
room floor. Many cost systems stop here, and the balance of the 
expenses of the business are guessed at, lumped together and added 
on some purely arbitrary basis.
A little study of this question will show that the only reason for 
such a procedure is that the items do not readily lend themselves to 
any scientific distribution or allocation to the product. On the 
other hand these general administrative and selling expenses fre­
quently amount to a very considerable proportion of the total cost 
and should therefore be given the study necessary to insure that 
they are added to manufacturing costs on the proper basis.
Some manufacturers divide all of their expenses between 
manufacturing and selling, and everything that is considered 
manufacturing expense goes to make up manufacturing cost, leav­
ing only selling expense to be added after the goods are delivered 
to the sales department. Others feel that there are certain func­
tions or departments the expense of which cannot easily be divided 
as between manufacturing and selling, and had better be treated as 
general administrative or executive items.
In deciding which plan to follow, the cost accountant will have 
to consider whether the latter plan results in certain items being 
charged to manufacturing costs, and therefore to the finished goods 
inventory, which cannot properly be considered as a necessary 
expense of getting the product to that point. Generally speaking, 
also, none of the general administrative items permits of as 
accurate a distribution as even the shop administration items, and 
it is a fair question whether the ends of dependable costs are better 
served by treating them as a whole rather than individually.18
Can the product be divided into lines, and do these adminis­
trative expenses follow this division? What relation do these ex­
penses have to total costs ? Does the material element in cost have 
any effect on these expenses? Does the labor elment? Do these 
expenses or any of the individual items have any direct relation to 
the activities of certain manufacturing departments?
The cost accountant should first be sure that the issue is not 
clouded by including in this class items that very clearly belong 
either in manufacturing or selling (if he does not subscribe to the 
plan that all expenses are either manufacturing or selling). There 
is no established rule to guide him in his decision as to how he 
shall add this expense to cost. The bases usually adopted are per­
centage of total cost, percentage of direct labor only, and percent­
age of labor and burden. The writer is of the opinion that having 
made whatever division by lines seems possible, the basis of per­
centage of labor and burden offers the most satisfactory solution 
in the long run.
Selling Expenses
Selling expenses are not usually so difficult to analyze or 
allocate. They can frequently be divided quite accurately by lines, 
and having been divided in this way, each group of expenses will 
have a certain relation to the sales of that line. This relation may 
best be expressed as a percentage of sales or as so much per unit 
of product sold.
A division of expenses by salesmen or territories may furnish 
useful information, but it will be of no help in determining how 
these expenses shall be added as a part of cost. If freight is paid 
and treated as part of selling expense, it is possible to analyze this 
expense and apportion it to cost quite accurately; advertising can 
frequently be divided by lines; commissions offer no difficulties of 
distribution, if they are not in fact deducted from sales; and there 
are other items of selling expense that permit of as ready analysis 
by lines. * * * * * * *
As stated at the beginning of this article, no attempt has been 
made to settle any questions of principle, or to establish any rules 
of procedure except in cases where a certain practice is practically 
universal among cost accountants. In the last analysis the success 
of the cost system depends upon the judgment exercised by the 
cost accountant in deciding these questions, but the chances that 
his judgment will be good are greatly increased if he has considered 
all of the factors involved. 19
